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 The 2016 Dodge Durango has been built to offer a high degree of utility as well as luxurious accommodations. This full-size family SUV is poised to become a favorite for families who need a vehicle that can easily transport the kids, the dog, and the groceries. The 2016 Dodge Durango offers a wide range of configurations and specifications, but there is one fact that runs through the Dodge lineup
like a thin stream of water through a crack in a dam. The 2016 Dodge Durango offers a wide range of configurations and specifications, but there is one fact that runs through the Dodge lineup like a thin stream of water through a crack in a dam.Q: Is there a way to get the return value of a function in xargs? I have a script that runs an xargs command which creates a chroot jail based on different

parameters. The script also calls another script which runs a shell and runs a chroot jail based on the parameters I pass. I need to get the return value of my xargs call so that I can perform some checks to ensure it worked properly. The script looks like this: #!/bin/bash # do the two steps chroot-jail.sh "$@" exec "${@:2}" "$@" # do the chroot jail stuff exec xargs --version # check if the chroot worked
correctly exec chroot /home/me/work/jail/test-chroot # get the exit code of the script echo $? The chroot-jail.sh: # chroot jail stuff chroot jail /home/me/work/jail/test-chroot exit $? My problem is that the return value is not being returned to the caller of the script. The exec after the chroot jail call is returning the expected value of the child process. I tried using /dev/null, but that didn't work. I'm out

of ideas of how to solve this. A: It is well documented that xargs doesn't return the exit code of the command it invokes. That is why you get nothing in your case. If you want to pass the exit code of the chroot jail to the parent, you need to use xargs -0. An alternative to using xargs -0 is 520fdb1ae7
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